The History of BCG
“BCG’s Syllabus Card”
The BCG Syllabus Card was a pocket sized six sided fold up card. The Syllabus Card card tabled BCG’s
programme for any given year. Amongst other things, the annual Syllabus Card contained details on
the meeting venue, the meeting dates, the competition subjects and competition rules, the dates for
lectures and miscellaneous events and the current office bearers with their contact details. The card
was issued to BCG members prior to any competition year.
The first Syllabus Card was produced for the 1955/1956 year when 300 copies were printed. This
was far in excess of the actual membership at that time. Apart from its great information value to
members, the Syllabus Card was used as a marketing tool for BCG. Visitors to BCG meetings were
encouraged to take a Syllabus Card. The base on the first side of the card always proclaimed
“VISITORS WELCOME”.
By the mid 1960’s, the records show that smaller numbers of Syllabus Cards were printed in line with
membership numbers. With the introduction in 1965 of BCG’s newsletter, Impact, the annual
Syllabus Card was included in one of the Impact mailouts to members. By the 1980’s larger numbers
of the Syllabus Cards were again being printed. This was due to the fact that some BCG members
had access to printing at zero cost. Extra copies were always made available to BCG members and
visitors on club nights.
Arguably, the word Syllabus was not appropriate as it implied a “course of study” which was never
the intent of BCG. The word “Programme” meaning a listing of information and events was far more
appropriate. Hence, in 1976, the Syllabus Card became the Programme Card. By the early 2000’s, the
easy access to web based information had precluded the need for the Programme Card and it
became part of BCG history.
Most of the BCG Syllabus/Programme Cards have survived thanks to our longest serving member
and BCG Patron, Bill Smit. They are available for viewing and downloading here BCG Syllabus Cards
A huge amount of BCG history including interesting minutiae can be gleaned from the
Syllabus/Programme Cards. For example, a study of the Syllabus/Programme Cards will reveal the
year that BCG ceased to be affiliated with the Royal Photographic Society and the relevance of Bus
Stop 6, Coronation Drive.

The Syllabus Card from 1968-69. The competition subjects and the lecture/practical events are listed
in chronological order. The following year 1969-70, the Syllabus Card listed the competition subjects
on one side and the lectures/practical events on another side. The chronological order was now
difficult to follow. Protests from BCG members followed and the 1970-71 Syllabus Card returned to
the “normal” format.

